A three-dimensional numerical model using vortex lattice methods (VLMs) is developed to solve the steady planing problem. Planing hydrodynamics have similarities to the aerodynamic swept wing problem-the hdamental difference being the existence of a free surface. Details of the solution scheme are discussed, including the special features of the VLM used here in obtaining accurate flows at the leading and side edges.
INTRODUCTION
Vortex lattice methods (VLMs) have an extensive history, one primarily associated with lifting wings in aerodynamics. During the period 191 1-1918, F'randtl' introduced the concept of the lifting line theory for a high-aspect-ratio wing. Based upon that work, a lifting surface theory which represents the flow by a surface vorticity distribution has evolved. The vortex lattice method results when the vorticity distribution is discretized in three dimensions. Since then the VLM has often been applied in the calculation of lift on wings, including delta wings.
One characteristic of a delta wing is flow separation along its leading edges. Various numerical methods employing the VLM have been used to study leading edge vortex separation, principally through the generation of h e vorticity (see e.g. Reference 2).
Free vorticity has also been studied extensively in the treatment of the wake. Different methods are available, some of which can simulate wake roll-up accurately modelling the actual phenomenon. For the overall pressure distribution on the lifting surface, however, the accuracy of the treatment of the wake is important only at the trailing edge. 3 Higher-order boundary element methods are often used to obtain improved accuracy. As for a nonlifting body where a continuous surface source distribution is more accurate than a discrete source distribution, a lifting body with a surfttce vorticity distribution brings more accurate results than the conventional vortex lattice method. Mracek and Mook? for example, used a surface vorticity distribution and yx and y, , in each panel as unknowns, where additional equations came fiom the constraint that the divergence of the curl of a vector field is always zero. This method, however, requires extra computational effort. For lifting wing problems, where the pressure difference between two sides rather than the absolute pressure itself is the desired quantity, this approach has not gained much popularity.
Wagner,' in analysing hydrodynamic planing, discovered that the flow beneath the planing hull surface is exactly the same as the flow on the lifting side of a wing except at the leading edge. dimensional theories for planing problems were developed following almost the same path as that in aerodynamics. Wagne8 and Green6 both used hodograph methods for their two-dimensional problem approximating the high-aspect-ratio three-dimensional planing hull. Win' used two-dimensional vortex distributions for his slender body planing hull model. Zhao and Faltinsen' and V o r u~~~'~ used two-dimensional vortex distributions for their two-dimensional impact problems which can be related to slender body planing hulls under careful co-ordinate transformation and interpretation. Ogilvie" and Olgivie and Shen" also used vortex distributions to describe the unsteady twodimensional flow for a high-aspect-ratio planing hull. At the leading and side edges (wetted hull chines), instead of the separation of the flow, there is a free surface which becomes the kernel of the planing problem.
Lai and TroeschI3 have discussed and developed modelling issues associated with planing such as slenderness, linearity of boundary conditions, wetted surface contours, jet development and panel shape. Results were compared with existing theories and experiments. In this paper, numerical details of the vortex lattice method used by Lai and Troe~ch'~ are presented.
AN OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT MODEL
The previous section has identified several features of lifting wings and the vortex lattice method: leading edge separation, the wake vortex and high-order methods usefbl in detailing local behaviour. For the planing problem there are additional aspects that must be resolved before a successfid computational model can be developed: a free surface outside the leading and side edges and continuity of velocity along all edges. It follows then that special modifications are needed for the traditional VLM to be applied in the planing problem. Briefly, the major modifications are described below.
1.
At the leading and side edges of the planing hull the flow is modelled by a jet region where a non-linear dynamic free surface condition (the zero-pressure condition) is applied and the details of the actual jet spray are neglected. In the chines wet region (i,.e. the flow regime near the side) the Euler equation is used to determine the velocity field on the free surface. In this paper, emphasis is placed upon the numerical treatment of these leading and side edge jets, where a strong singularity occurs and a special vortex method is introduced. Unlike the wing problem where the main concern is the pressure difference between the suction side and the pressure side, the planing problem lacks a suction side. This increases the sensitivity of the planing lift calculation to changes in the edge modelling. Therefore the accuracy of the leading and side edge vorticity distributions (and resultant locally large pressures) becomes of paramount concern. 2. The existence of a jet region and a continuity condition on the vorticity distribution between the leading and side edges and the jet region removes the edge singularity. Conventional vortex lattice methods do not provide a continuous and therefore accurate vorticity distribution. In this work the VLM is a higher-order vortex lattice with a linear variation in strength. An accurate leading and side edge behaviour is thus obtained and hence the continuity condition and the zeropressure condition are implemented. 3. Unlike the welldeveloped wing problems where sophisticated wake models such as 'wake relaxation' and the 'time-stepping method'14 are derived when details of the trailing edge are needed, a so-called 'prescribed wake shape' model is used in the current VLM model. Similarly to the wake treatment in wing problems as indicated by H~eijmakers,~ this simplified downstream wake model yields satisfactory pressure distributions on the lifting side of the body.
PROBLEMS DEFINITION
As shown by Lai and Tr~esch,'~ a steady hree-dimensional planing problem is formulated in t e r n of a velocity potential which is then solved by either the z = 0 model (both vortex lattices and control points where the boundary conditions are satisfied are on the z = 0 plane) or the z = h model (both vortex lattices and control points are on the exact body). The cwrdinate system is depicted in Figure   1 . The chines wet area is defined as the area where the hard chine is wet (with length L,), i.e.
L k -Lc < x Q Lk; in front of that is the chines dry part, i.e. 0 6 x 6 L, -L,. In this work the expression leuding edge refers to the water-air-hull contact line in the chines dry area and the expression side edge refers to the water-air-hull contact line in the chines wet area. The flow is fundamentally different in these two areas, as shown schematically in Figure I@) . The angle between the keel and the spray line is defined as the apex angle 0. There are a number of sources to determine the wetted surface (the value of 0); see the discussion in Refertnce 13. The result from Voru~'s~*'~ analysis of the impact pmblem is applied in the present calculation. His method has the advantage over traditional empirical formulaes of including variable dead-rise effects. The following defines the boundary value problem.
Velocity potential
where U is the uniform stream velocity and 4 is the perturbation potential. Both 0 and 4 satisfy Laplace's equation.
Body boundary condition
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where n' = (n,, n,,, n,) is the unit normal fo the surface z = h(x,y).
Free surface boundary condition near field it represents a zero-pressure condition:
For the far field the h e surface boundary condition is reduced to a zero-potential condition. For the for the z = 0 model and for the z = h model, or with gravity effects,
Velocity continuity on the chine
This condition requires the flow to leave the chine edge smoothly, i.e. 
Kutta condition for the tmiling edge
The flow is required to leave the trailing edge smoothly, i.e.
a4 -= 0 a t x = & . ax
Radiation condition
There is no perturbation velocity in the far field except in the area directly behind the trailing edge.
Pwssure distribution
The pressure expression in terms of the velocity potential is P for the z=O model and for the z = h model, or with gravity effects, Here p is relative to atmospheric pressure. An integration of pressure over the body yields the lift force and trimming moment.
NUMERICAL METHOD
Before a vortex lattice method is applied, the model is formulated in terms of a vorticity distribution. In this section, details of the VLM are discussed, and the conversion from the vortex lattice distribution to a vorticity distribution is explained.
Surjhce vortex distn'bution
A surface vortex distribution y(x, y ) = y,(x, yT; + y,(x, y r is distributed on both the planning hull and the free surface. The perturbation velocity is or for the lower surface in the fluid domain where x and y are two coordinates locally tangent to the surface. As shown in Figure 2 , S -S, + S, + S, + So, S is S excluding point (x, y, z), and S, is the region of the lifting surface; S, is the region of the jet area; S, is the region of the downstream area; and So is the region of the upstream area. S, is not known beforehand and must be determined through iteration.
For the z = 0 model the potentials for the planing hull surface and free surface are evaluated on the z = 0 plane and the above expression can be simplified: 
Condition for potential flow
When the surfhce vorticity is distributed, the flow outside the surface is potential. However, from the fact that the divergence of the curl of a vector field is always zero, there is constraint equation for the vorticity distribution:
v . ? =o.
(16)
Body boundary condition
In SB, the planing hull surface (for the z = h model) or its projection on the z = 0 surface (for the z = 0 model), the body boundary condition must be satisfied. Substituting equation (14) into equation (2) yields where (x, y) E SB. For the z = h model, vortex lattices are distributed on near-field surfaces, i.e. hull and jet; equation (1 8) shows that the potential behaves like o(1 /p) as R + 00, where R is the distance from the ht-field calm water surface to the vorticity surface in the near field. Therefore for the z = h case the far-field zero-potential condition is satisfied asymptotically. 
(20)
For the near-field fiee surface, in the jet region S, the near-field dynamic FSBC is applied: The jet thickness E is developed as the flow passes the planing plate. There are two approaches to modelling the jet.
Approach I : setting yx constant at each x-location
Owing to symmetry, an analogous expression can be written for y < 0. Equation (25) implies that yx in the jet region is constant along the jet for each x but that y, , may vary. Equation ( This approach is suitable for the chines dry section but not for the chines wet section. In the chines dry section, 7 remains a constant vector approximately within a small region e; therefore, by fixing yx, y, , is also determined and equation (24) is satisfied within the entire jet region. In the chines wet section, however, the jet thickness E is relatively large, yy cannot be set to a constant by simply fixing yx and thus this approach is not appropriate.
Approach 2: computing yx along the jet region by the Euler equation. For our ideal flow the Euler

Equation is
DV' 1
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There is no external force except gravity in the z-direction. Considering only the z=O plane, the requirement that the pressure in the jet area be constant yields
If p = 0 at y = b+(x)/2, we need only equation (28) to ensure that p = 0 in the entire e-region.
At z=O- which means that the vortex leaves the trailing edge in the direction of the uniform stream. Therefore in the wake region s , , = yx7.
Vortex lattice method
The boundary value problem now becomes one of obtaining a vorticity distribution in the computational surface which includes the body surface or its projection on the z = 0 plane and a jet immediately outside the chine. This jet region S, has unknown thickness and is determined through satisfying equations (16), (17), (20) and (24) with (25) or (31), (32) and (33). A surface vorticity distribution can be used to solve the BVP, where the unknowns are defined as the vorticity strengths y, and yy and the jet thickness E . Using panel methods, there are two unknowns (yx and yy) in each panel and E for each edge segment. Equation (16) provides additional conditions. The system can be solved iteratively (see e.g. Reference 4), but this requires extra computational effort. In addition, using a surface vortex distribution makes it difficult to accurately calculate the velocity potential. The vortex lattice method (VLM) is a generally used alternative, since Laplace's equation is automatically satisfied and the equivalence between the vortex lattice and the normal dipole distribution with constant strength provides a simple formula to obtain the velocity potential." The vortex lattice method is used here with modifications necessary to provide the accurate detail at the edges.
Vortex lattices are distributed on the surface z = 0 or on the exact body depending upon the model used. The velocity integrated from S can be obtained by using the Biot-Savart law. is the local jet thickness. In addition to the common characteristics of VLMs, three special features have been implemented in the current vortex lattice model: overlap panels which all start from the keel are used; subpanels with linear strength inside each regular panel are added; the vorticity strength in the x-direction, yx, for each panel is treated as an unknown.
Overlap vortex lattice. One difference between standard VLMs and the one developed here is the use of overlap vortex lattices: in each row, every panel begins at the same y = 0 keel location. The advantage of this is that it enables us to calculate yx more easily. If the planing hull is geometrically symmetrical, then for steady motion, or for unsteady motion without yaw, roll and sway, the 7-distribution must be symmetrical as well: As shown in Figure 3 , the vortex lattices from y = -u to 0 and from y = 0 to a are combined to give one from y = -a to a, thus reducing the number of unknown y, by a factor of two.
Subpanels for continuous y,-distribution. In order to obtain more accurate details of 7 especially in panels near the chine, ' y, inside each panel is defined to vary linearly. For a non-rectangular panel where the integration of the vertical velocity induced by the vortex lattice is not easy, many subpanels are placed inside a vortex lattice to approximate a continuous y,-distribution. As mentioned previously, the use of cosine spacing can also help to accomplish this purpose. Figure 3 depicts the panelkation in detail.
Vorticity strength y, as the unknown. The current vortex method defines the unknown as the vorticity strength in the xdirection, y, , instead of the circulation r. ' y, is piecewise linear inside each panel and the vortex lattice circulation strength of each subpanel is r = y, Sy, where n,6y = Ay and Ay, 6 and n, are the width of the panel, the width of the subpanel and the number of subpanels inside a panel respectively. As shown in Figure 3 , the linear variation in the y,distribution on the body is achieved by tent fimctions with unknowns defined as the vorticity strength in the xdirection in the body, yXB(i, J ) (i = 1, n,; j = 1, n,,), while in the jet area the y,-distribution is piecewise constant and defined by a step function of unknowns yJz) (i = 1, n,), where n, is the panel number in the x-direction and n,, in theydirection When n, = 1, the current vortex model can be reduced to the conventional VLM. When n, = 00, it results in a piecewise continuous 7,-distribution, while y, , is still represented by discrete r and can be obtained in an averaging manner. The induced velocity at each control point by each subpanel is calculated using the Biot-Savart law and the results are summarized and redistributed to each unknown yxB(z,j) and y,,(i). For a rectangular panel, n, = 00 is chosen and the summation is completed by an analytic integration. For a trapezoidal panel, owing to the difficulty of analytic integration, n, = 15 is used for most the cases in this study. In this case, ' y, is still discrete. The advantage of using higher-order subpanels is that the method gives more accurate details of 7 , -variation in the ydirection without requiring significant additional computing time. The details of the y,-distribution in the leading and side edges are of particular interest, since it affects the jet properties; unfortunately, y, changes rapidly there and cannot be obtained accurately by the general VLM with a moderate number of panels. It is not desirable to obtain higher accuracy by simply increasing the number of panels, since most of the required CPU is a result of the matrix solver in the iteration. Using subpanels provides a more economical alternative. As demonstrated in Figure 4 , for a moderate panel number size, vy with n, = 15 is much closer to Tdin's'' result than vy with n, = 1. The y-axis has an expanded scale to emphasize the differences.
ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS MODELLING DETAILS
This section focuses on details of the models mentioned in the main text. These include v at the leading edge, ? in the jet region, the wake treatment, wetted surface contours and the convergence of the current numerical schemes. The numerical implementation of the yx and y, , model generally follows MookI6 and Thrasher;" detailed descriptions of the E numerics, the matrix solver and the iteration scheme are given by h i . "
L y at the leading edge
The T-distribution at the leading edge is finite, but it is very large compared with that in the rest of the planing hull surface and thus has a sharp ascent near the leading edge. Therefore, to obtain more precise details of ? in that region, the panelization has to be fine, with, ideally, cosine panel spacing.
Other quantities such as the velocity and pressure distribution can be obtained fairly accurately by moderate panelization. In lifting surface theory14 the ?-distribution at the leading edge is infinite and tangent to the edge. This can be explained as follows. First consider that the T-distribution outside the lifting surface is zero. By continuity, 7 . Zn = 0; therefore = y, .Z,, i.e. 7 is tangent to the edge. Next consider a point p on a symmetrical lifting surface which is infinitesimally close to the leading edge. The ?-distribution everywhere except at the leading edge induces a positive vertical velocity @/an. At the leading edge, y provides a negative vertical velocity, therefore, to satis@ a4/an = 0 at the point p, 7 must be infinite at the edge. A similar situation can be found in two-dimensional aexofoil theory, where there is a square root singularity at the leading edge.
at the leading edge is finite and only approximately tangent to the edge. An infinite at the leading edge leads to negative infinite pressure, which violates the dynamic fiee surface boundary condition. Therefore ? at the leading edge is finite and a jet is thus formed to remove the singularity. By the formation of the jet, 7 at the leading edge can indeed be finite, since the jet induces a negative vertical velocity at the pointp. By an argument similar to that for the lifting surface, the ?distribution is tangent to the edge of the jet but not necessarily to the edge of the planing surface. Since the jet thickness in the chines dry area is very small, 7 at the leading edge is almost tangent to the edge; for the chines wet section this reasoning is not true, since E is large there.
To accurately model the vorticity properties described above, two kinds of panels are introduced. Figure 5(a) shows rectangular panel generation, which is simpler and widely used in aerodynamic modelling. Figure 5(b) shows trapezoidal panel generation. According to the expected behaviour of the vorticity, trapezoidal panels will provide better detail near the leading edge but will require more computational effort. We will discuss later how these two panel generations perform.
It is difficult to compute ? accurately near the leading edge by a three-dimensional panel method, even when trapezoidal panels are used. This is illustrated as follows.
At the prismatic leading edge, approximate values of yx and yy can be found by the zero-pressure condition. Assuming that
A
There are some subtle differences in the planing problem:
is tangent to the edge even with E (which is Tulin's' assumption), then and If1 is inaccurate. Since the purpose of the jet is to reduce 7 to the desired value, no E will be needed. This can be explained by considering Figures 6 and 7 . These figures show the calculated transverse velocity and pressure distributions at the leading edge in addition to those from Tulin's' analysis. Figure 6 for a relatively small number of subpanels: nxl = n,, = 15. It is clearly shown that even if E does not exist, the transverse velocity at the edge is less than that of Tulin's' analysis; therefore the pressure is positive without the need of E . Figure 7 is for a relatively large panel number n,, = ny = 30. In this case, without the existence of E, the transverse velocity at the edge is larger than that of Tulin's' analysis; therefore the pressure is negative. Thus E is introduced to make p = 0 at the edge. Numerical results show that for this case E = 0 when n,, = ny < 16. Cosine spacing is used since it can give very fine panels near the leading edge where the transverse velocity changes rapidly. By virtue of the singular characteristics of the vorticity distribution, the nonhomogeneous panel size will not bring a convergent result when the panel number is too large and the dimension of the last panel is much smaller than the jet thichess E. This can be observed in Figure   Fortunately , extreme accuracy of E in the chines dry section is not required for the transverse velocity and pressure distributions, as discussed earlier. Therefore for practical purposes an easier rectangular panelization can be used. As shown in Figure 9 , the two kinds of panelization depicted in Figure 5 yield approximately equal results. The trapezoidal panelization is used to give some accurate details of a transverse section for comparison purposes. When the planing hull has a large chines wet section, the trapezoidal panel loses its advantage owing to the constrained panel sue and the simpler rectangular panel will be used.
W).
From the above comparison we conclude the following. The vorticity strength and the thickness of the leading jet are difficult to calculate, but they have an insignificant influence on the calculation of the velocity and pressure distributions in the chines dry region. The panelization schemes shown in Figure 5 have negligible influence on the calculation. For convenience the rectangular one is better; for higher accuracy of 7, but not necessarily of the surface velocity and pressure at the leading edge, the trapezoidal one has the advantage. 
Condition in the jet region
There are two models in the jet: in Approach 1, as was shown in equation (25), yx is kept constant along a section, while in Approach 2 (i.e. Euler's equation), as was expressed in equation (31), the zero-pressure condition is satisfied in the whole jet region. Figure 10 , which shows the transverse distribution of the pressure for a chines wet section, demonstrates the difference between these two approaches. When the velocity normal to the plane is not taken into account, Approach 2 satisfies the pressure condition quite well in the whole jet region, while Approach 1 satisfies the pressure only at the leading and side edges.
Wake treatment
Since the wake is theoretically force-free, each weak panel must move with the local stream velocity, resulting in so-called 'wake roll-up'. From the steady state flow point of view the shape of the wake is not known and the process of finding the proper wake shape (wake roll-up) is achieved through iterations. As stated by Katz and Pl~tkin,'~ typical remedies to this problem in aerodynamics are as follows.
1. Prescribed wake shape. Placing the wake on the z = 0 plane is a widely used example. A more refined alternative of this option is to prescribe the wake shape based on flow visualizations. 2. Wake relaxation. The method specifies the initial wake shape, then calculates the velocity at each of the wake points and moves the points. Iterations are continued until convergence is obtained or until sufficient wake roll-up has been achieved. This process is used by several steady state numerical solutions in aerodynamics.
3. Zime-stepping method. This is similar to the wake relaxation method, but the time step is directly related to the motion. This time domain method can also be used for a steady state problem and requires less computational effort compared with the wake relaxation method.
In the current planing models the prescribed wake shape method is used. The other two methods may give more details about the wake but do not significantly affect the planing lift and drag. They do not only require extra computations but also have numerical uncertain tie^.'^ For the planing problem the roll-up process is compounded by the existence of the fiee surface and is thus much more complicated than in aerodynamics. Since we mainly emphasize the hydrodynamic characteristics in the hull rather than the wake, we will prescribe the wake shape.
For the z = 0 model the wake vorticity is also on the plane and this is analogous to the lifting line and lifting surface type of solutions. For the z = h model, three different prescribed wake shapes are examined.
As is shown in Figure ll (a), the first model, which is the simplest one, extends the vortex in the direction of the planing hull, which means that the shedding vortex surface goes to infinity at an angle T. The second model, taking into account the fact that the disturbance of the wake generally exists only at the surface, allows the wake vortex to twist its angle back to horizontal, still underneath the water surface. The third model, following the discussion in Reference 5, lets the wake vortex change its position and direction, gradually returning to the z = 0 plane. Figure 1 l(b) shows the longitudinal force obtained by the models with these three different wake models, while all other modelling parameters remain unchanged. There is no essential difference between them, except right at the trailing edge, which is generally insignificant in the lift and moment calculation. Based upon this comparison, it is sufficiently accurate to prescribe the wake shape for the current planning problem.
Convergence of the schemes
Numerical convergence tests have been shown in Figure 8 . An additional demonstration of convergence is shown in Figure 12 , where the sectional lift coefficient is plotted versus different numbers of panels. Figure 15 . Figure 16 shows the pressure distribution on a planing hull calculated by the z = 0 model. Compared with experiments, the pressure at the chines wet section is very small and this causes a loss of lift. Figure 17 shows the pressure distribution for the same planing hull but for the z = h model. Compared with the z = 0 model, the maximum pressure in the chines dry area is approximately 45% higher. The effect of the reduced pressures is reflected in a lower lift coefficient: CL = 0.060 for the z = 0 model and CL = 0-080 for the z = h model. For reference the experimental lift coefficient fiom Savitsky'sZo work is CL = 0.077. In Figure 17 there is also a local pressure maximum along the keel area. This increased pressure has not been observed in existing experimental results, which generally lack the spatial resolution necessary to define the slight changes. However, Voru~'~ has identified similar behaviour for impacting cylinders with large dead-rise angles.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper focuses on numerical details of a suitable vortex lattice method for a three-dimensional planing hull model. The existence of the free surface represents the major difference and source of difficulty for the planing problem when compared with the aerodynamic wing problem. Instead of a vortex roll-up model similar to those used in the study of the separation of a delta wing, a special vortex condition is applied to obtain accurate details at the leading and side edges, thus satisfjmg the 1(21,19)fM1=1.97,pCl 1 ( 1 9 , 3 1 ) f M 1 = 2 . 9 9 ,~~1 1(15,35) fOr1=4.04(fromRefmnce 13) It is demonstrated that the model presented by this paper yields sufficiently consistent results when compared with experiments, even for a finite Froude number flow where gravity effects are introduced locally. Further study should be directed towards exploring the details of flow characteristics such as the wetted surface, the precise wake location, the jet spray and the wave generation, all of which are simplified here.
